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Break Out Session

Introduce yourself and share your inten6on for what you 
would like to receive from this class and any insights you 
have received so far.



Celia Macqueen
I began the Venus signature series today October 16, 2019,
listening to the Star Phase Overview...

Insights are flooding in, which is apt because my Venus
Star Phase (VSP) is Innana Underworld! So, water and 
those pesky feelings ;)

I live in an area of the UK that has many Springs, 
we actually gather our drinking water from the 
springs and I Love it!

There is a strong "Feminine Presence" in this land and last night as I was tuning into water I felt 
"InformaNon come in"...

"What if the water of your body upgraded, what if you allowed and received more and more 
Light into the water of your body?” The sense of this is powerful transformaNon.

And a pracNce.

A GiQ.

Another insight has been about trauma, when I was 3.
I was sexually assaulted and basically leQ for dead!
I did die!



Celia Macqueen
There has been a great deal of healing around this over 
the past 2 decades. One aspect I have struggled with has 
been to "See the gi< of this!"

So when I read the ques5on...
"In what ways have my darkest ini5a5ons served 
my greatest experiences of empowerment?” I reacted 
with resistance, the old story of "I don't know"
and "IT didn’t - came up in my awareness, however...
I have seen how that dark experience has served me...

I lay on the ground stunned, numb, in shock, leaving my body... I was Done!
I heard a sound, and felt a Song... HER Song, the song of The All singing through fungi, they 
sang me back into my body and soothed. They Sang of so<ness and Love of the Tender and 
Powerful Embrace of Source that is Everything!

I realized today that what I gained from That dark iniNaNon is SHE is Always present, No 
maPer how dark or terrifying, SHE is always with me!
Even when, out of some misperceived noNon I tried to keep HER out of my life, it felt safer 
a<er the aPack, I believed I was aPacked because of my light!
SHE is Always With Me.
SHE is Always With All of US!
SHE is US!
That, This is TRUTH.



Celia Macqueen
For decades unconsciously I gave the fear more power 
than love and even as I began to ReMember and See 
again, it s=ll had sway over me.

I have asked for help, for divine interven=on with this 
over and over again, yet s=ll holding onto " 
But I have to protect myself", the reac=ve fear states 
would come up instantly...

I have beaten myself silly over not leBng go, been harsh to my body, experienced self 
loathing, self hatred, addic=on to suffering... Your average Partriachal cocktail ;)

I Now I stand at The Gateway of New birth, Real and Deep as I journey with Inanna, Venus 
and those pesky feelings ;) into the Underworld!

I am Grateful and Raw and So Ready to Let go and Begin again!
And That is the exci=ng Bit... All New As Goddess Embodied 

Addi.onal Insights: As Inanna Underworld Venus Star Phase the element of water is 
strong for me in this journey. I have no=ced twice of late being in the bath a sinking 
into a deep "journey" Full of informa=on, most about clearing:))))). The water "holds" 
and assists with deep shiUings. My body loves this..."Feels like home" she says.



Response 
to Celia’s 
Sharing



Sarah Gallant Sharing, Insights and Questions

I’m excited to have signed up for this series again. The first time 
was an enlightening experience that affirmed so much of the 
past, empowered the present, and inspired me as I anticipated 
the future...

Discovering that I was born in the in-between phase of 
Morning Star was so incredibly validating - and since that time 
of the first signature series journey, additional insights and 
knowings have come. 

My Between phase of the Morning Star Phase is before Venus makes the first conjunction with 
the Moon thus before she began her descent into the underworld.

For me the between phase began as a sense of profound alienation, a sense of not belonging 
and being out of step and out of tune with society at large. There are other chart factors to 
support this and the between phase seemed to enhance the experience and also created the 
portal out and into a new way of being . 

Perception is key - Early on I felt like I was trapped between worlds - and was not yet able to 
perceive this energetic between space as one of magic and mystery - looking back I’ve found 
writings and art that illustrate this healing journey.



Sarah Gallant Con,nued

My inten(on is to weave this all together in coherent and 
cohesive fashion. 

I’ve discovered that key pieces were created during personal 
Venus returns - and that there is a profound connec(on as 
well to a system called the Gene Keys.

A couple of things that have and do feel to characterize the 
in-between for me are a love of exploring many systems and prac(ces pulling in what 
resonates and crea(ng my own way of working from what does!

I wonder if this is true for anyone else who may have been born In a between phase?

A need to feel and be present - and not mul(task - but to focus on what is happening in the 
moment. Not to dwell in the past or push into the future - just be in the Now.

I’m grateful for the Venus Alchemy work and excited for what more will unfold and to 
experience others sharing of their experience of the personal Venus phases - it has been 
rewarding and fun to look at the phases of family and friends too



Response to Sarah Gallant’s Post

Rebecca said: Thank you, Sarah. Exploring, deep and direct 

focus, and crea:ng your own way. So enlightening. I will keep 

referring back to your post as a guide into the ‘secrets of the all 

knowing seed world’ of the underworld/deep space. Just what I 

have looked at so far in the class material and your men:on of 

the Gene Keys is intriguing. Safe and rich journey to you. I look 

forward to hearing more.

Sarah Replied: the Gene Keys connec:on has been a fascina:ng 

one to uncover as it relates to the Venus Journey - in the Golden 

Path (Gene Keys Reference) there are three sequences, one of 

them is actually called the Venus Sequence and it’s related 

to the opening of the heart - the last step in the Venus 

Sequence is known as the Core Wound and also the Voca:on - it 

becomes the Voca:on as the the first step in the 3rd sequence 

known as the Pearl. 

I appreciate your comments so much and your interest. I’m 

looking forward to sharing more and also to learning from your 

sharing and that of others on this journey too!



Gene Keys, Heterarchy and the Connec2on
to the Libra Meta Goddess Gate or Key #50 
connected to Libra/Scorpio

Hierarchy
Is a system where members of an organiza3on or 

society are ranked according to their rela3ve status 

or authority.

Heterarchy
Is a system of organiza3on where the elements 
of the organiza3on are unranked (non-hierarchical) 

or where they possess the poten3al to be ranked 

in a number of different ways. 

Authority is distributed.

Heterarchies are networks of elements where each 
element shares the same “horizontal” posi3on of 

power and authority, each playing an equal role.

Heterarchy places individual equilibrium before all else. It does this 
through encouraging a process of individual crea3ve empowerment 

where each individual is given an extraordinary giG – trust.





You Can Print this doc and get it spiral bound for about $12 to $15 at Office Depot



Sarah Gallant Ques.ons

I’ve a ques.on for the on the 
dates for the Venus Synodic Cycles 
Comprehenisve PDF.

I have a good friend who was born 
on Feb 18 1962

According to the updated synodic 
cycles document on January 27 
Venus was conjunct the Sun in the 
Innana Underworld

Then the next 2 entries (where 
Feb 18 would Fall) say Venus with 
the Moon - I know my friend does 
not have Venus with the Moon in 
her chart - should this read Sun? 

Or Am I not understanding what 
this means? 

Answer: Venus is with the Moon in the Inanna 
Underworld On Feb 4, 1962 and March 06, 1962.
.

Venus is within 10 degrees of the Sun (not visible) 
star.ng Dec 16, 1961 un.l she rises into the evening sky 
on March 9, 1962. In this cycle there were two invisible 
Venus Moon conjunc.ons during the underworld .me 
before Venus rose into the evening sky.

Someone born on Feb 18, 1962 would NOT have Moon 
with Venus as the Moon moves about 12 to 15 degrees a 
day. The main thing for this person to know is they were 
born in the Inanna Underworld.
.

Many  are born in a Moon Venus gate with the Moon not 
near Venus. This is similar but its not considered a gate.



Also the person born on Feb 18, 1962 has 
her secondary progressed Venus at 16 25 
Taurus - so would this  mean that she has 
progressed into the Evening star phase 
and currently (and for quite some time) 
has been in the root chakra gate?

Sarah Gallant QuesLons ConLnued

Answer: Yes by progression her Venus 
has risen Into the evening sky and is now 
at the Root Chakra Gate. 

We are planning to have a future class to 
go deeper into the meaning of 
progressions. 

The main thing to remember is 
progressions are secondary and may 
add to our understanding HOWEVER 
whatever is going on at birth is always 
PRIMARY.

When progressed Venus reaches 9 
Gemini 17 then it progresses through 
the Sacral Chakra Gate. This is an 
advanced class quesLon we will cover 
in a future advanced class not yet 
created so for those who don’t know 
what this is – don’t worry. 



Linda Broome
How do you determine your Venus Star phase? 
I was born 11-18-1947
There are two ways to do that. The easiest way is to use the
Special Bonus Document shown below on the Venus 
Signature class page. Scroll down unEl you see the green box
and click on Venus Synodic Cycles Link. Look for the date
before your birthday. Shown below.



Linda Broome Ques/ons

Second way to determine Venus Star Phase

Sun is almost 
26 Scorpio

Venus is 15 
Sagi?arius

The Sun will set 
before Venus.

Venus is 19 degrees 
away from the Sun
In the Evening Sky.

An Evening Star!



Ligin Baker

My Birthday is Feb 4, 1966

Is my Phase of Venus Cycle on
New Venus Overtone Birth of New Goddess?
Will you explain this on Q & A for me.
I have a lot to learn in this course.

Thank you, Ligin

Yes the Venus cycle had just begun 3 days before your born on Feb 1, 1966 with the Aquarius

Meta Goddess arriving in the Morning Sky meaning Venus was Retrograde – rare part of cycle.



Other Examples: If a person was born on December 2, 2018 
the day before the exact Venus Moon Gate

they are in the window of that Chakra Gate (Crown)
and are a Morning Star Venus. Or they might be a between?







Morning Star Venus
Venus is Rising before the Sun Dec 2, 2018

Venus is 
29 Libra 57
Sun is 
10 Sagi/arius 23

Venus about 
40 degrees
ahead of the Sun



Morning Star Venus Same Chart
Chart is turned so the Sun is at your belly

Venus is 
29 Libra 57
Sun is 
10 Sagi=arius 23

Venus is about 40 
degrees ahead of 
the Sun

Venus is to the leA 
of the Sun so is 
Morning Star 



From November 27, 2019 to December 26, 2020
is the Evening Star Solar Plexus Chakra Venus Moon

Exact conjuncEon of Venus and Moon are shown on chart.



Evening Star Venus - One Year Later 2019
Venus is Rising After the Sun

Venus is 
08 Capricorn 13
Sun is 
10 Sagi0arius 09

Venus is about 28 
degrees from the 
Sun

Venus is rising a@er 
the Sun so is Evening 
Star



Evening Star Venus Same Chart 2019
Chart is turned so the Sun is at your belly

Venus is 
08 Capricorn 13
Sun is 
10 Sagi?arius 09

Venus is about 28 
degrees from the 
Sun

Venus is to the right 
of the Sun so is 
Morning Star 

Venus Rt of SunPlanets Move this Way



Evening Star Venus Same Chart 
Later in the Day December 2, 2019

Venus is 
08 Capricorn 13
Sun is 
10 Sagi@arius 09

Venus is about 28 
degrees from the 
Sun

Venus is seCng 
aDer the Sun so is 
Evening Star Planets Move this Way

Venus Sets a3er Sun



Inanna Underworld Venus
Sun is 10 Leo
Venus is 07 Leo

Any-me Venus is 
within 10 degrees 
of the Sun and NOT 
Retrograde she is in 
the Inanna 
Underworld.

This example 
includes Mars also 
being in the 
underworld phase 
of a nearly 26 
month journey



Venus Goes Retrograde in Evening Sky May 12, 2020
And sta;ons direct June 24, 2020



Retrograde Venus is in the 
Metamorphic Underworld
from May 28 to June 09, 2020

This shows Retrograde
Venus  Jun 1 , 2020
In the Metamorphic Underworld

Note the numbers for Venus are 
in Red showing it is Retrograde.

On a Solar Fire chart Retrograde 
Venus would have an Rx sign 
beside it.



Sheridan Semple Ques0ons:
I get my Venus is in Cancer and my MetaGoddess is Virgo. 

Is there a "Meta" MetaGoddess, meaning is there an 

overarching Goddess to each 8 year cycle? 

In the last Evening Star class, I asked about the 
MetaGoddess and I think Tami said something about 

each November-ish a new 8 year cycle starts, so does 

that make there be an "overtone" to the 8 year cycle 
as well? Like Libra started the last one and it seems 

like Scorpio was the MetaGoddess for all the November 
cycles going back a while. 

Answer: This topic will be covered in greater depth in the next Q & A 
so for now the short answer is (if understanding your ques0on correctly) NO there is not an 

overarching Meta MetaGoddess every 8 years. There are 5 Meta-Goddess on the world 
stage every 8 years and then on the 8th year Venus returns close to the same place it was 8 

years earlier and that is the Meta Goddess you have at birth.

A new Venus Cycle starts every 19 months with a different Meta-Goddess as Venus rises in a 

different season. That is why in June 2020 a new cycle begins with the Gemini Meta 
Goddess. Every eight year Venus rises again in the same season. This has to do with the 

Venus Pentagram that will be a big feature of the Meta Goddess Q & A.



Venus is with the Sun in the Inanna Underworld



Sheridan Semple Questions and Insight:
I went back through all of the timings of my Venus returns 
WOW! That was powerful! - and noticed, yes I was born 
during the Virgo MetaGoddess, but every single of my 
Venus returns, following that Virgo birth cycle, is in Leo 
So I'm wondering what that's all about. I'm assuming a 
variation of that happens for everyone and I'm sure it 
must mean something! BTW Leo is my Ascendant, 
so I think that's interesting too!
Answer: This is something you will understand even more 
clearly when we get to the Meta Goddesses. Many do 
Experience a shift in their Meta Goddess and many do 
NOT depending on how long that Meta Goddess has been
on the world stage before you were born.
.

Awareness:
Discovering I'm in the Inanna Underworld phase has summed up my entire life in a way I 
understand so much more deeply. Pluto is conjunct my Virgo Moon; Chiron square my Cancer 
Mars, Sun and Venus; Scorpio is on my IC, but somehow discovering my Venus is in the 
Underworld phase has made this all so much more understandable and even do-able. 

Instead of feeling buffeted around by all this Underworld activity, I could finally understand it 
is my path and I could accept that! I get it! I just need to die and be reborn OVER and OVER 
and OVER. It has a purpose! It's my Soul's evolutionary path! That I can dig! Whew! 



Sheridan Semple Insight:

It's not about living through hellish experiences and 
hur6ng so much, wondering what the heck is wrong with 
me, feeling vic6mized, it's about evolving and that I’m 
totally into! What a HUGE relief! So powerful! 

I can do the death part now, maybe it doesn't feel great, 
but I can embrace it because that's my path and the path 
to the LIGHT!! Thank Goddess for the Light of the 
Underworld cycle, huh?!?

So, in that "light" I've been going through another 
round of death and rebirth around my mom, really geJng to my core wound - did I men6on 
I'm in my Chiron return right now too ! - and I've been finding gra6tude (along with lots and 
lots of grief and anger, something I'm totally feeling so Underworld deeply) for how abusive 
my mom has been, because she really set me up to learn my Soul's lessons this life6me. 

It's so painfully perfect. As I'm coming to this awareness, learning about my Underworld 
phase (thanks to you two), I serendipitously talked to my aunt today. She's super religious, 
and we were talking about my mom, and she said she thinks my mom is possessed by a 
demon. (My mom has narcissis6c personality disorder, and I think that's how my aunt 
reconciles it in a religious way.) 



Sheridan Semple Insight:

Anyway, it triggered what you've been saying about the 

Daemons in the Evening Star class, and seemed to fit 

perfectly with what I've been finding apprecia?on for 

with my mom and the abuse (for the record, not in a 

light polarized way, but in a deeply hurt to my core 

lots of crying, but seeing her contribu?on to my Soul’s 

intent to evolve way), and I thought, Hey, my mom could 

be seen as one of my Daemons accompanying me on my 

journey back up from the Underworld. Right?!? 

See what I mean? Literally she's helping my Soul’s 

evolu?on through being the vehicle to the shadow pain of the Underworld, yet accompanying 

me back up to the light of the healing. I mean she literally gave birth to me in the Underworld 

?me. How crazy cool is this!?! Deep stuff! 

Lots of grief to express s?ll, but wow I'm geOng this nice Aquarius type view of it all right 

now! Another side note, my mom has crazy Virgo everything on her chart, it's my 

MetaGoddess, and I have Pluto conjunct my Virgo Moon (Uranus too, as well as Jupiter in 

Virgo conjunct my Ascendant).

Long share, but just had to share! Much thanks to you both! ! And, lots of love and 

apprecia?on always.



Sheridan Semple
One more ques+on: in the morning star 
video Tami men+oned +ming, par+cularly 
around releasing the book you two are 
wri+ng at the crown chakra of morning 
star phase because its a good +me to birth 
new things (if I’m remembering correctly).
I wondered if you could speak to what are 
best +mings for various things according 
to the Venus phases, not sure of specific
examples to ask but just generally 
wondered. Thanks again!

Answer (Tami): In depth-research into Venus Cycle Returns and with clients 
reveals a pa?ern with the Inanna Underworld as a ConcepAon Point and the 
Crown Chakra Evening Star Inner Phase as a Birth Point.  For example, literal 
concepAon, or looking for a home in the Underworld and birth of baby or geMng 
keys to the home at the Crown Chakra Gate. I’ve had success with clients in Venus 
Returns viewing the Crown Chakra Gate (or even 8th Chakra) as a target date for 
them to manifest something in their lives that they can work consciously toward 
through their Evening Star Journey.  ©Venus Alchemy



Sheridan Semple Insight:

I did my first reading incorpora2ng my clients Venus 
star phase! and it was PROFOUND!! 
She was so excited and completely validated her life 
experience!" AMAZING!! 

Thanks so much for sharing this info! 

Interes2ngly, she’s almost exactly 16 years older than me 
(2 days off) and we have a TON of stuff on our charts 
that are the same, including the same Underworld phase, 
but also same Venus sign♋ (& Sun since we’re 
Underworld gals) and Metagoddess♍ and obviously go 
through the same Venus return cycles. 

How freaky cool is that?!?%

Oh and same Moon♍!! 

My friend called her my astrological doppelgänger!&Super excited for class tomorrow!



Nicola Rutledge 

I am wondering about progressions is this just another 
level of overlay to layer in/synthesise/consider?

On a separate note, I’d also be keen to talk to you both 
directly about how I can do more of this work with 
others.

Its my understanding that we are able to integrate our 
own inspired versions of this work into our existing 
client work / sessions etc but I wondered if you had any 
plans for people to become Venus Alchemy 
practitioners of some sort?

If so I would be keen, as I’d like to share this work in a 
purer way in the UK if possible. I’d love to hear your 
thought and feelings on this.

Warmest wishes

Nicola

❣

See Next 2 Slides
For More

We do have a plan to 
create program to teach 
others how to teach and 
share this content. 

Due to many factors it got 
sidelined but you are 
inspiring us to revisit this 
sooner rather than later! 
Thank you for asking… and 
if others are interested let 
us know!



Meta Goddess
Gemini

Sacral Chakra
Gate



Venus shi)ed to Root Chakra on January 4, 1981

Meaning by progression 
it would have shi)ed at about age 3

Nicola Rutledge 



Rebecca Coble 
Evening Star, Brow Chakra 6th Gate - Gemini MetaGoddess

First, I have to say how deeply grateful I am for this material.
It is an amazing body of work. 100 thank you’s.

1. Do you know your Venus Star Phase?

Yes, it is ascent. Ascent is earth, maturity, wisdom, and 
life as sacred. I experience that deeply at this time of my life, 
living on the farm that my ancestors lived on, making a lot 
of mistakes and recovering, attempting to be authentic and honest. I practiced 
mainstream religion, while always watching the sky. Mainstream religion never 
fulfilled the hunger I felt and feel. It evolved to a nature, dream, vision, and 
indigenous based belief practice that feeds my soul. It continues to change.

2. Is it morning, evening or one of the two underworlds? Evening Star 
3rd eye - 6th gate/chakra.
.

3. Do you know what your Venus Star Phase means and how to integrate that 
with the sign your natal Venus Occupies?

Ascent is awakening to the knowledge that the Queen of Heaven is not only 
visible in the evening sky, but present within. The human is cooked and purified 
from the underworld experience and like a shaman’s initiation, aware of Great 
Goddess presence.



Rebecca Coble 
Evening Star, Brow Chakra 6th Gate - Gemini MetaGoddess

Good morning... wow, I thought answering the 
ques5ons for the Q & A was simple un5l it got 
to 'integrate Venus star phase and natal Venus 
sign.’ 

Then the big assignment- 'synthesis of understanding around natal 
Venus, natal Venus phase, and inner star phase ... showing up in your 
life.' It is like something from the altar got up and danced around the 
room. Well past 5me for a deep clean! Ok, back to the ques5ons.

Thank you for sharing this Rebecca as many have just signed up for 
the class and may be feeling a bit out of the loop. Here are the 
ques=ons sent in our class emails.

See next slide for the ques=ons etc…



Here are the ques+ons sent in our class emails in case you didn’t get a chance to see 
them.

Do you know your Venus Star Phase?
.

Is it morning, evening or one of the two underworlds?

Do you feel comfortable loca?ng not only your Venus Star phase but do you know 
how to do it for others?

Do you have ques?ons about how to integrate your Venus Star Phase with your natal 
Venus sign?

Do you know Venus returns to your Venus Star Phase even when you are not in a 
personal Venus Return and that ?me in the phase may be significant for you to be 
aware of and work with ceremonially?

It is especially helpful for you to write up a synthesis or understanding around how 
your natal Venus and natal Venus Star Phase and Inner Star Phase is showing up in 
your life and send it to us – even now that we the Live Q & A is complete for this 
year.





Rebecca Coble continued
The human is asked to know and act upon that for the 
benefit of not just the individual soul, but for the 
world/anima mundi. 
I think about Isis when she was in disguise and searching 
for her beloved and broken Osiris. She was not recognized 
but acted as a servant for a Queen. Isis secretly purified 
the Queen’s infant son nightly in fire to give him the gift of dual nature, 
both god and human.
Those in ascent have completed a similar purification in the descent and 
underworld, then long to share the wisdom of that experience. (Isis was 
interrupted, and the young prince was unable to complete his initiation).
This feels both familiar and alien to me. I have a sense of shame for living a life 
where that gift seemed to fall on fallow ground. I wonder if the nature of 
patriarchy, especially in the way the feminine (in the soul of man, in the reality of 
woman) is oppressed, creates sterile, unforgiving ground.
The process of becoming fully god, goddess, man, and woman is interrupted as 
the prince’s was. So, I kneel to my earth goddess, 12 Capricorn Venus 
(13th degree of Sabian Symbol- the Fire worshipper) to show me the path from 
here. 



Rebecca Coble continued

4. Do you feel comfortable locating not only your Venus Star 
phase and that of others? Yes. I have the information. 
The underworld phases and the in-between will take a while, 
but the identification tools are clear and fascinating.

5. Do you have questions about how to integrate your Venus Star Phase with 
your natal Venus sign? Oh my gosh, yes! I have already begun to integrate what I 
have encountered during the descent, underworld and now, the ascent.
The fallow ground of patriarchy calls me to find depth, meaning, and recovery. 
Part of that search includes Shamanic Astrology and is culminating in Venus 
Alchemy. Capricorn Venus is dancing around her fire on the earth that she loves 
and is composed of.
Gemini overtone is alive and explains why I seek and encounter nature spirits, 
sky beings, and magic every day. Sometimes I recognize it, sometimes I snooze 
through it. My hope is to always move forward, higher, and become a healed, and 
healing light being.
My question would be how to utilize the nature of my Venus in an earth sign, with 
the ascent’s (evening star) added earth?



Rebecca Coble continued

6. Do you know Venus returns to your Venus Star Phase 
even when you are not in a personal Venus Return and 
that time in the phase may be significant for you to be 
aware of and work with ceremonially?
Yes and no. I think I have always looked for Venus and 
seen her. As a kid I used to crawl out my window at night and get on the roof to 
watch the sky. Part of that was living near Cape Canaveral during the 60’s and 
experiencing many of the space shots. The other part was just a longing for 
return to the sky and my star home.
In Tennessee later when I lived with my grandparents, I missed my parents and 
life together deeply. I would find comfort by watching a bright star in the west 
that showed up every night. It was like a miracle and a great comfort. I now, 
having returned to that same location, see that was Venus that I watched and that 
she continues to comfort me (though she is not visible in this valley yet).
Putting together the phases, gates, signs, overtones is deepening the 
relationship that we have always had. Thank you! I look forward to exploring what 
happened when in the timeline of my life.
(I see this is the beginning of the synthesis you asked for. It is a relief to see this 
material and the challenge now is to listen deeply to what presents, for me, in the 
sky and land here).



Rebecca Coble continued
Questions-
Does the personal Venus gate progress and change signs? 
How do you figure that? What does that change indicate?
Love we are getting this question again because it indicates
its really time to create some follow up classes on the 
Progressions and other factors.
When the change in overtone occurs, as Scorpio to Libra, can you describe how 
it affects the person who is born in the previous overtone. I notice in the previous 
class list there are people with 2 overtones.
This is research we are still feeling into. We have mentioned that it seems the 
person is then working with both overtones. That is definitely what Cayelin has 
experience moving from Scorpio to Libra without an ounce of Libra on her chart 
but really loving to find ways to collaborate and share as long as it is juicy and 
passionately alive.
How is it different for those born in the previous overtone and those not?
We are still figuring that out. It seems those with only one overtone are very 
much experiencing that archetypal flavor with their Venus and those with two 
overtones are experiencing both flavors.



Rebecca Coble continued
Questions-
Do you see an intention for those with dual overtones?
Yes there is an intention but how attuned a person is or 
aware of that intention depends on their choices.
.

Awareness makes a BIG difference when we align with the
guidance of our MetaGoddess and allow that energy to guide and inform us.
We recommend you write up a synthesis of understanding around how your natal 
Venus and natal Venus Star Phase and Inner Star Phase are showing up in your 
life and send it to us before the live class - especially if you can't join us live but 
even if you are going to be there.
Simply, I put on the jacket of my Venus in Capricorn. The Gemini overtone or 
meta-goddess in me attracts and is attracted to nature and sky deities who are as 
close and personal as brothers and sisters. Through the gates in all the phases I 
grow and deepen. 
Themes, life events, and relationships occur that teach and burn away whatever 
separates me from the angelic spirit that once was and will always be pure. 
It is emotions like fear, anger, mistrust, greed, wounds etc. that distort the clear 
vision of what is pure.



Fay Senner Evening Star Crown Chakra Gate
I wanted to report that I did get myself to the highest hill with an open 
view of the sky the other night and saw Venus with my Venus buddy. 
It was beau:ful seeing Saturn, the Crescent Moon, Jupiter and Venus 
all lined up in an arch across the evening sky with the sun seAng in 
the background. We couldn’t spot Mercury but knew he was there. 
It was the highlight of my week.

I’m coming into a very busy :me, making new products to sell at a 
number of local shops and holiday shows. There is a mandatory mee:ng tonight with one of 
these shows so unfortunately I’m going to miss tonight’s class!.

Been feeling torn in so many direc:ons lately and my body hurts. I saw a chiropractor yesterday 
to help from a bad fall I had on my bicycle on Sun. Oct. 27. It didn’t help, he was stretching my 
neck a lot and this had aggravated an old nerve injury. I wonder what Saturn is trying to tell 
me? There is so much I want to learn about myself and the choices I have made and will 
con:nue to make.

Mercury has a strong presence in my chart, and it’s now retrograde in Scorpio. If I were to listen 
to most astrologers then I just made a bad mistake, I signed a contract to redo my website 
during a Mercury retrograde. Oh no! However, I am trying to go with my gut more and I feel this 
was a good decision. I was moving too fast to check in with it before booking that chiropractor 
apt.
Mercury is all about redo or redoing so imaging signing a contract to redo your wesite was 
perfectly @med! 
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Fay Senner

I want so much to know more about Venus. I want look back in my life 
and see where and when certain important events happened and 
where and how she was influencing me.

I was 15 when I fractured my neck in a car (I was driving), it wasn’t a 
good Bme in my life. So when my neck gets re injured like it recently did 
in 2011, and again now all sorts of things get triggered.

I’m telling you all this because my Gemini Moon requires it in order to process the present. I 
want to know myself beJer and to make wiser choices for myself, but it’s with tears in my 
eyes I fear there won’t be enough Bme.

Thank you so much Fay for your vulnerable sharing. We are holding you in the circle as we 
gathering and trust your healing journey is right on track.



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

I just joined the Venus Signature Series and have finished the first 
2 classes in this series. However, I am also in the Venus Alchemy 
Inanna Ceremonial class. Here is the synthesis of my understanding 
regarding my Venus signature thus far, and how I see it playing out 
in my life.

My birth date is November 20th, 1964. My natal Venus is in Libra, 
we are currently in the Libra Meta Goddess overtone, and I am a 
morning star phase Venus at the 4th chakra gate, the heart.
I think what I love most about astrology is how validating it is of one's experience; 
all of these aspects of Venus resonate deeply with me and are part of my 
experience.

In terms of my natal chart Libra Venus, I struggle to find the balance between 
taking care of me, my needs and desires, and nurturing my relationships and 
fulfilling my householder responsibilities. I have close emotional bonds with our 4 
children and 6 grandchildren. 

I am also blessed with being married to my 2nd husband, Peter (my BHE, like you 
Cayelin! LOL!) who I have been with since 1998 and married to for nearly 20 years. 
Peter is my soul mate and best friend. I knew the moment he called me (a story of divine 
intervention to be told perhaps at another time), that he was my soul mate and we would 
spend the rest of our lives together.
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Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

Together we created a beautiful family, each of us bringing together 
2 children from our previous marriages. After kissing a lot of frogs, 
I finally found Peter, my prince, with whom I could share 
a "conscious, co-equal", passionate partnership. 

Through my relationship with Peter, I have experienced my greatest 
healing. I believe I shared this before, but during my Chiron return 
in 2014, Peter carried me lovingly through my darkest night of the 
soul. After becoming disabled and unable to work due to my back, 
Peter pulled out all the stops to get us financially through a period when the disability 
insurance company cut off my benefits. 

I had to hire an attorney and after 8 months and many miracles, I won my case. My 
father had been abusive and manipulative using money to hurt and try to control 
me. Consequently, I was fiercely independent (my Morning Star warrior goddess is 
evident here as well as the air element and masculine qualities of Libra) and did not trust 
men when it came to money.

Peter lovingly supported me through this entire traumatizing experience, healing this 
wound; it was the greatest healing of my life.



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

My relationships are extremely important to me. I do see them 
as "pathways to God" in that they can bring out the best and the 
worst in us, but they always present opportunities to heal, grow, and 
to love more, love ourselves and others.

I believe at the end of our physical lives, the only question that will 
matter is: How well did I love? As we all know, love is eternal, and 
the soul is that eternal expression of creative life force, love. 

Finding that my Morning Star Venus phase at the 4th gate, the heart chakra, as 
Venus/Inanna continues her descent into the Underworld, totally validates how willing I 
am to descend into the Underworld, and let die in me whatever does not serve my 
mission here as a bringer of light and love and truth sayer.

Consequently, I have gone through several painful transformations along my 
psychospiritual journey, and know the value of excavating, facing, appreciating, 
integrating my shadow parts in order to become increasingly whole and holy, to be born 
into a new improved, more loving version of myself. I am all heart, and I see my 
relationships and how well I love as the pathway to God, my Higher Self, my inner 
goddess.



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

As I have shared on FB, this past year I have done a deep dive into 
both healing myself from an old injurious script received primarily 
from my mother, that was "I am not good enough," and healing the 
karmic bond between my mother and I so that I can show up as the 
loving daughter I want to be.

I call her my Sacred Teacher as her behaviors (she is actively 
alcoholic) and the way she shows up in our relationship are some of 
my greatest challenges. I have struggled my whole life to love her 
while protecting myself, and stay in relationship with her. 

On 2 occasions last year my mother engaged in some behaviors that caused me to feel 
great pain and anger and took months of deep work for me to forgive and move forward 
with her. I spent January through March committed to loving myself and loving my 
mother. I engaged in daily meditation, prayer, contemplation, and deep shadow work 
that has continued in these Venus Alchemy courses. 

Through this work, I came to understand that I had been carrying her projections my 
whole life. It is she who does not feel good enough and projects this onto me through 
criticism, guilt, and other ego constructs. At the same time, in my deep dive shadow 
work with her, I have discovered my projections onto her as well. 



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

I have been writing about all this in a chapter I call, 
"My Mother, Myself." My mother has been a life long challenge 
for me but the deep work I have done over this past year, and during 
these courses, has allowed me to show up in relationship to her with 
more compassionate understanding, love, and patience while 
maintaining necessary healthy boundaries around myself.

I also have done some powerful work around fully loving myself 
including deep introspection and Louise Hay's mirror and affirmation 
work. It was here that I recognized that I was carrying my mother's self-hatred, and 
probably that of her mother, ancestral wounds. 

Tami, I loved, loved, loved the exercise you offered around writing a love letter to one's 
body and reading it aloud while looking in the mirror. I also have incorporated loving all 
parts of my body both in the morning before rising, and thanking my body before going 
to sleep. As a soon to be 55 year-old woman watching all the many changes menopause 
has brought, this is essential to self-love and acceptance of the aging process.

There is so much I could share, I am going to try to hit just a few more powerful 
highlights. Venus began calling me powerfully through Mary Magdalene about 5 or 6 
years ago, so much so that I went on a tour with 5 other women I had never met to 
southwestern France, the Languedoc region. 



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

This is where I found my sister tribe, did ceremony on the land, and 
became fascinated with sacred geometry. I also had my first 
astrology reading with a woman who trained through the Shamanic 
Astrology Mystery School. I was blown away!

It was an affirmation of all that I know to be true about myself, 
my soul's blueprint. In our closing ceremony to the goddess and 
Mother Gaia, a heart appeared right on my 3rd eye. This was just one 
miracle that occurred. I said to everyone, "Well, that makes sense 
because I am all heart!" 

I move through the world in my heart and in my emotions. Last year I returned with my 
husband on a 3 week tour of France, and we had the most profound experience together 
when we visited the cave where Mary Magdalene was said to have spent the last 30 
years of her life and wrote her gospel.

I came into the world grieving for Mother Earth! And of course, now I have more 
affirmation: my morning star Venus phase is at the heart chakra! And currently, I am 
struggling with pain in my heart and anxiety as my personal truth, my passion for Mother 
Earth, social and economic justice, peace, love, and universal truth is being severely 
challenged on the world stage by this administration and other leaders.



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

The only way I can assuage my aching heart and anxiety is to 
believe that we are moving into the Age of Aquarius and all is 
occurring according to divine order.

But perhaps the most profound and significant take away from the 
Venus Alchemy courses is that I have finally become clear on why 
Venus has been calling me and what my sacred work, my dharma, 
is going forward, something I have been searching for since 
becoming unable to continue my work as a psychotherapist 8 years 
ago, the length of a Venus cycle, on August 11th, 2011, just after Venus entered the 
underworld phase as the Scorpio metagoddess. 

Also, I will begin my 56th year, my Venus return, following my birthday on November 
20th. In April of this year, I had begun to put together an outline for a workshop on 
transformational healing using the Inanna story as a framework as my sacred work 
became more clearly in focus, which is to do soul centric transformational coaching 
incorporating astrology.

And then as I once again perused the Shamanic Astrology Mystery School website, I 
came across the Venus Alchemy Ceremonial class! I was blown away! It was both 
exactly as I had begun to imagine as a workshop but sooo much more!!!!



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

The voluminous material you both have put together is remarkable 
and transformational! These classes have furthered my own healing 
while affirming my calling and fueling my passion for astrology and 
my sacred work. I have literally, as a morning star Venus, been 
burning up with unexpressed creative fire, and the hot flashes of 
menopause, lol.

My body's constitution is pitta by nature, consistent with the 
Morning Star phase, manifesting in chronic inflammation in my back 
and body, something I, like you Cayelin, have had to address by eliminating many 
problematic foods through diet. So I really need to channel this fire creatively - exactly 
what these classes are doing for me.

The material, vision journeys, and ceremonies have helped me to "sacrifice" all that no 
longer serves me and blocks me from full expression of my creative, divine self, so that I 
may live each waking moment, to the best of my ability, in gratitude and sacred service.

I feel as though I am embodying your teachings and feel empowered and focused on 
living in sacred service, making holy all aspects of my life, showing up as the love and 
light bearer I was born to be. The deep shadow work I have done this past year, 
especially around my mother, has freed me from the sometimes paralyzing script of not 
being good enough.



Lorrie Marx-Adams Morning Star, Heart Chakra Gate

As I reflected over the course of my life I could not find any place 
where I was not good enough. I was able to unwind that karmic 
cord to my mother, get clear on what was her baggage being 
projected on me, and what was mine. I have been able to see us 
both in a new light. 

And through the affirmation and mirror work I had been doing and 
continue to do in the Venus Alchemy course, it has allowed me to fully 
love myself in a way that had not been possible in the past. 

I am now able to own my sacred beauty and my gifts and am ready to move forward in 
service again!!! I would like to share a quote I came across that aptly describes where I 
am at today because of this work.

"I found God in myself and I loved her, I loved her fiercely.” ~Ntosake Shanghe

Much love, light, and blessings to you both and our sacred community!
Lorrie Marx-Adams

Thank you both so much for all you have created and for providing the sacred space and 
community to do this deeply transformational work.



Sivianne K Delmars Morning Star
Hi, Beloveds!

I am sitting in a cafe reading about Sekhmet in 
Jean Shinoda Bolen's Goddesses in Older 
Women and having a bit of a Piscean Venus 
meltdown, so I just wanted to share :-).

This Venus Signature course has already been 
so transformative, thank you both! I thought I 
was having trouble last night with my 'synthesis' 
so i just gave up. But it has been cooking for a 
week now and I was closer than I thought.

I now KNOW (Morning Star Solar Plexus gate 
know) why Sekhmet sits at the center of my 
altar, and my heart, always. Before this class, I 
thought it was 'only' my Aries Moon/Mercury 
and my Leo Rising that she represented.

And yet, to me, she has always been the great, 
compassionate, mystical healer Piscean 
goddess of infinite compassion--in her own 
inimitable fiery way!!



Silvianne K Delmars Morning Star

I believe she was a great mother queen 
goddess in times long, long ago...and all that is 
left are her stories of destructive transformation. 

Because someone had to hold the place for that 
kind of power, and she was courageous enough 
to take it on!

Rationally, you would think that learning about 
the importance of this morning star signature to 
my Pisces Venus would make me feel 
unbalanced---like, really, that's what I needed 
was MORE fire in my chart??!!

With heartfelt blessings - Silvianne


